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Mail delivery solutions for the 21st century

DAD mailboxes are designed with
the end user in mind, ensuring safe
and secure means of receiving mail.
There are a number of key benefits
to installing a DAD mailbox system.

Internal or External Use
All mailboxes are suitable for internal and/or external use
5 year guarantee
All powder coat enamelled mailboxes are guaranteed for 5 years
against rust. The same painting process and quality of paint is
used as that in the car industry (100% polyester). Stainless steel
boxes are guaranteed for 10 years.
Noise Reduction & Water Prevention
Each mailbox flap has a gasket seal to guarantee water tightness
and reduce noise. Large gutter and draining holes further
improve water tightness during heavy rain.
Security
Each mailbox has the option to be supplied with a 5 pin
cylinder lock and can then be suited with other cylinder locks
in the block of flats.
Anti-Vandalism
Extra resistant anti-vandalism locks with a 14cm high reinforced
stainless steel cam and 3 bolts can be fitted on some mailboxes.
Intercom
Intercom systems can be integrated into any bank of mailboxes
and are available with a range of bell pushes, grilles and finishes.
User Friendly
Each security lock is supplied with 2 numbered keys and
perspex nameplates allowing information to be easily amended
when mailbox owners change.
Cleanliness
Most mailboxes are equipped with a flap preventing the entry of
dust and other particles.
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Durability
Stainless steel hinges and fixings ensure optimal durability.
Design
To ensure the mailbox system ties in with the look and feel of its
surroundings, a number of additional features are available such
as engraving, larger flaps, grilles and different finishes; powder
coated enamel, anodised aluminium and stainless steel.
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This mailbox system is the most appealing for front delivery and rear retrieval.
The system can be fitted through a cavity wall, by an entrance door through
a single/double glazing panel or in any frame. Its one-piece design makes the
unit neat and offers the latest improvements against vandalism. Made to
measure, the front plate is made of 3mm thick aluminium or stainless steel
and can be adapted to any configuration. The curved flap design enhances
the appearance. Each flap has gasket seals to ensure water-tightness.
The mailboxes can be adapted in finishes and sizes to suit any exterior or
interior location and all come with a lockable inner door (cylinder with 2 keys).
An internal anti-theft device is also fitted as standard behind the flap.

5 x 2700-1 RAL 9016
1 x 2700-3 RAL 9016
One-piece front plate RAL 9016
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